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Abstract. In order to improve the accuracy of random vibration power spectrum playback 
experiment，The traditional FRF H1 estimation has improved .The methods of FRF estimation have 
been proposed based on EV model for the H1 under-estimation problems. The FRF H1 estimator is 
updated based on the power spectral density (PSD) of the noises and inputs of the system, and 
describes the principle and process of random vibration control algorithm based on EV model, and 
finally the acceleration power spectrum playback experiment verify the validity of the algorithm. 

Introduction 

Vibration experiments aimed at evaluating the ability of the product to maintain the original 
performance under vibration stimuli circumstance, research and test the reliability of the product 
structure and manipulation in the vibration condition. Hydraulic vibration table is used in 
large-scale engineering structure or the model and real vibration simulation experiment [1]. In order 
to improve the control precision, reproduce the reference signal more accurately and form a true 
sense of the vibration of closed-loop control, the driven signal is compensated through the vibration 
control to reduce the difference of the response signal and reference signal[2] . 

FRF estimation is the basis of random vibration Control, whose estimation results are directly 
related to precision of vibration control[3] .  

This article sketches the FRF H1 estimation and analyses its Under-Estimation. Then propose the 
FRF model identification system and present random vibration control algorithm the frequency 
response function estimates based on the EV model. Finally, the acceleration power spectrum 
playback experiment verified the effectiveness of the algorithm. 

Based on The EV Model of Frequency Response Function Estimation 

RF H1 estimation assumes there is no noise in signal input terminal. In the vibration control 
system, input signal is referred to as the driving signal, the output signal is called the control signal. 
Let d(t) is the system drive signal, η(t) is an output noise signal, c(t) is the control signal. FRF H1 
estimation function is as follows[4]: 

[ ] 1
1 )()()( −= fGfGfH ddcd

                                                       (1) 

Where, Gdd(f) is the spectral densities estimate of the driving signal, Gcd(f) is the cross-spectral 
density estimate of the driving signal and control signal. 

Because of the noise in the input signal, the Gdd(f) estimation results will contain the power 
spectrum density of the noise signal ,so the H1 estimation method is the under-estimation of the real 
frequency response function of system. 

EV model assumes that noise exists in the system both the signal input and output terminal, its system 
model is shown in Fig.1: 

In the figure, u(t) is the actual drive signal of the system, v(t) is the actual control signal, ε(t) for 
the noise signal of the input . ε(t) and η(t) are unrelated, and they are all mutually uncorrelated with 
drive signals and control signals. From the H1 estimation method we can get the real system 
frequency response function, which 
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Fig. 1 The EV model of the system 

Figure 1 shows 
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We can learn from formula (3), the spectral densities estimate is, 
)()(2)()( fGfGfGfG uuudd εεε +−=                                                  (4) 

As ε(t) and u(t)are unrelated, cross-spectral density value is approximately zero. So Eq.4 can be 
simplified to  

)()()( fGfGfG uudd εε+=                                                      (5) 

Similarly, we have 
)()( fGfG uvcd =          

(6) 
Take formula (5) and (6) into (1), and use (2) to finishing, here is (7) 

[ ]( ))()(1)()( 1
10 fGfGfHfH uu εε

−+=                                                (7) 

Guu(f)andGεε(f) is known, then use the formula(7) to get the real system frequency response 
function. 

Random Vibration Control Algorithm  

Random vibration control algorithm schematic based on EV model the frequency response 
function estimates are shown in Figure.3: 

Figure 3 shows that the random vibration control algorithm is mainly composed of Frequency 
response function estimates, impedance calculation,driving spectrum correction and drive signal 
generation. 

Frequency Response Function Estimation.Let d(t) =0, then the measured actual driving signal 
u(t) of system is the input noise signal ε(t), using Welch method to estimate the spectral density 
Gεε(f) of the noise signal. 

Where band-limited white noise is driven signal d(t),measure the real driven signal u(t) and 
control signal c(t). Use formula (7) to calculate the results of frequency response function 
estimation based on the EV model . 

Impedance Calculation.System impedance is the inverse of the frequency response function 
 [ ] 1

0 )()( −= fHfZ                                                               (8) 

Driving Spectrum Correction.Make R(f) as reference spectrum signal, the definition of the 
spectral density of control signal after the j-th iteration is the Gcc(f) , then the error spectrum is,  

jccj fGfRfE )()()( −=                                                       (9) 

Iterative formula is corrected by drive spectrum, 
H

jjddjdd fZfEfZfGfG )]([)()()()( 001 α+=+                                             (10) 

Where , Gcc(f)j＋1 is spectral density of drive signal after the (j+1)-th iterative computation, α is 
the iteration step. When 0<α<1, formula (10) is convergent [5] .. 

Drive Signal Generation.The driving spectrum after modifying is signal infrequency domain，it 
needs to be transformed signal in time domain can it drive system, the Figure 4 gives the schematic 
diagram that is the process of  the driving spectrum signal transform to the driving time domain 
signal. 
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1)Here's amplitude spectrum : Convert the driving spectrum signal into amplitude spectrum 

signal by Cholesky transform, namely 
H

dd fff )()()( DDG ′′=                                                         (11) 

  In the formula, D'(f) is the amplitude spectrum, only frequency information, no phase 
information.  

2)Here's random phase: Use the frequency domain randomization to add a Gaussian distributions 
random phase, here comes     

ijeff θ)()( DD ′=   ni ,...,1=                                                  (12) 

In the formula, D(f) is the frequency spectrum , iθ  is Gaussian-like distribution random phase, n 

is the frame length of the inverse fourier transform .  
3)Inverse Fourier transform: transform spectrum signal which is getting from the frequency 

domain randomization to a frame random signal converted from inverse Fourier transform, namely 
[ ])()( fDIFFTtd =                                                          (13) 

The power spectrum density of a frame random signal converted from inverse Fourier transform 
is the driving spectrum density. 
  4)The product of the true –random signal：Only considering the corresponding relation of the 
time domain signal and the density of the driving signal that we can use the cycle repetition of the a 
frame by  inverse fourier transforming as the driving time domain signal，but it has two 
disadvantages： firstly，it is the problem of the frequency leakage：due to the multiple repeated a 
frame is the pseudo-random signal in essence，its spectrum is the discrete spectrum，and the power 
concentrates on the frequency point of the primary spectrum ，so the frequency leakage is more 
serious。Secondly，it is the dovetail-problem of the all frame signals dovetail-problem：a frame time 
domain signal by inverse fourier transform generating ，its starting point and ending point are all 
zero value，in this way it will cause connected multi frame signals product step signals，they will 
lead a huge impact..even each frame signals’ starting point and ending point are all zero value, can’t 
we guarantee the continuous derivability of the signals after the connecting ,so it also can cause 
impact. 

In order to generate the true random signal, make the inverse Fourier transform random a frame 
signal after random delay, reverse, add window and stack processed by turns to become true random 
signal, this process is called the time domain random process [6].. 

Make a data frame signal which is converted from inverse Fourier transform connected end to 
end , taken from one point as the starting point randomly , take n-samples sequence as  a Data 
Frame signal in order or reverse。Repeat the above process, you can get 2n sequences。Then make 
them together in accordance with the ratio of 3:1which were through the dispose adding window, 
the signal is the real random signal. 

Regard the generated signal by the time domain randomization as the input signal to drive 

Fig.4 The time domain random signal 
generation process 

Fig. 3 Random vibration control algorithm 
 based on EV model the FRF estimates. 
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hydraulic vibration table acceleration control system, the response signal of the measurement 
system and estimate response spectrum. Testing the precision of the power spectrum reappearance, 
if it meets the test requirements, we can stop iterating. Otherwise, we need to continue iterate. 

Experiment Research 

On the hydraulic cylinder of the hydraulic vibration table which is described, we can see the 
reappearance experiment of random vibration acceleration power spectrum density. 

The figure 5 shows us H1 estimation method and the hydraulic cylinders’ acceleration 
amplitude-frequency characteristic contrasting pattern whose obtained based on EV model 
frequency response function estimation method.. From the figure ,we can see the result of the 
frequency response function’samplitude frequency characteristic whose obtained is based on the EV 
model is bigger than the result that is based on the H1 estimation method. It keeps consistent with 
aforesaid  analysis results. 

We use the reference spectrum’s acceleration spectrum density which is between 0.5and 2HZ as 
increased spectrum, 2~100HZ is straight spectrum, and the power spectrum density of straight 
spectrum is 3×10-4 g2/Hz。 

The figure 6 shows use the power spectrum contrasting pattern between the exciting spectrum 
whose obtained based on the EV model’s the first iterative in the random vibration’s control 
algorithm and the corresponding power spectrum of the driving time domain signal. 
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From the figure 6 ，we know ,the  power spectrum of the driving time domain signal is matched 
with the exciting spectrum. It can prove the driving time domain signal‘s production method  
described in the 2-4 segment is effective. 

The figure 7 shows the acceleration spectrum density test ‘s curve ,it is the  curve after twice 
iterating by the frequency response function H1 estimation method,the figure 8 shows the 
acceleration spectrum density test ‘s curve which is based on the frequency response function of the  
model estimation frequency response function after twice iterating. The ±3dB tolerance limit of the 
reference spectrum in the figure 7 and 8 is hydraulic vibration table hydraulic vibroplatform random 
vibration’s precision requirement ,and it is regulated by the national standard[7]. 

 

Fig. 5 The amplitude-frequency characteristic 
Of the frequency response function 

Fig.6 The power spectrum density of
 the driving time domain signal 
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Compared figure 7 with figure 8 ,we can know, with the same iteration number,when we use H1 

estimates frequency response function, control spectrum still have off-gage phenomenon on the 
high frequency .but when we identify frequency response function based on the EV model , the 
control spectrum can control reference spectrum which is in the ±3dB tolerance limit on the all 
frequency band, it is obvious that it can improve control precision control precision of random 
vibration experiment. 

Conclusion 

It puts forward a frequency response function estimation method based EV model, it improves 
the traditional random vibration control algorithm.EV model consider the noise of the systems’ 
input terminal and output terminal at the same time , so the frequency response function is more 
accurate because of EV model. The experimental results of random vibration acceleration spectrum 
reappearance shows that within the same iteration number,,improved random vibration control 
algorithm can increase the control precision of the experiments. 
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Fig.7 Reappearance test curve of 
the acceleration power spectral 
by using H1 estimation method 

Fig.8 Reappearance test curve  
of the acceleration power  

spectral by using EV model 
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